
YEAR 12 

Product Design Summer Project 

Coursework Context:  

Design thinking is concerned with solving problems through design. The idea being that 

the future output of the process will provide a better answer than the one already available or 

if nothing is available – something entirely new. 

For your first project in Year 12 we will be working with Block Design, a company which 

makes innovative, beautiful products for creative living. 

They want you to design a product as part of a solution to a problem, which can be sold by 

their company. This means your product must sit inline with their previous items.  

Task 1:  

Research Block Design so as you are able to identify the types of products that they make and who 

their customer base is. A brand manual is attached to help you with this.  

You should consider who would shop at Block Design, what price point their products are and what 

their overall style is. 

Present your research on a Power point slide. Make sure to outline your thoughts and ideas 

throughout.  

An example slide is provided below to support this:  

 



 

Task 2:  

Explore potential problems. As Design and Technology sits within a context we must consider 

problems and solutions to said problems in order to create something which is new.  

You may also want to consider growing trends for products in the market to help you to identify a 

product which will be needed in the future. What kinds of products are their customer base looking 

for? What is their customer doing in which you may discover a need for a certain product? 

 

A good example of this would be Block Designs vase which has been designed to hold both a single 

stem flower as well as a bunch so as that the vase can continue to be used as flowers die or wilt 

simply swapping the vase around.  

Remember that simple solutions are usually the best ones in this case. 

You may want to present this on another slide in the form of a mind map. 

 

 

We will continue with this work once you return in September. We will have a meeting with Tara, 

the owner of Block Design, who will give you a bigger insight into her company and discuss your 

ideas with you before we begin the design stage.   

Any questions regarding this work please do contact Miss Westaway at g.westaway@tsatrust.org.uk. 


